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＜Abstract＞ 

This study aimed to understand the trend of furnishing industry, to clear the characteristics of Nitori and 
IKEA, and weigh Nitori and IKEA by using financial data in order to know whether Nitori will be a 
good global company like IKEA. The home furniture market had been decrease with the decrease of 
demand for newly built homes and new families. Despite we had an interior boom started among young 
generations since 2000, the fall of 2008, along with the economic recession, the consumer tendency has 
weakened, and a preference for lower-priced goods has strengthened again. Among the retailers of 
furniture, there are only a few retailers that are sustaining good business performance. Nitori and IKEA 
are good examples of them. 

Nitori was founded by Akio Nitori in 1967 in Sapporo. Nitori operates 212 stores in Japan, 5 stores in 
Taiwan and will start business in LA, the U.S in 2013. Nitori adopts SPA for their business. SPA stands 
for "Specialty Store Retailer of Private Label Apparel", meaning a company conducts all processes in-
house from acquisition of raw material to manufacturing, distribution, sales and consumption.This 
business model enables Nitori to merchandise by the concept of “One house Total Coordination 
Merchandising (OTCM)", and realize the affordable prices with necessary quality and functions for their 
customers. 



Table 1 Summary of Nitori and IKEA(Source: Imura, 20111)  

Nitori IKEA

Vision (Roman)

To present Japan and the Whole world
with the abundant home decoration

 that is as splendid as that of
 the Europe and the USA

To create a better everyday life
 for the many people

Layout of store
Wide open space

Shopping time average 20 mins

Like a labyrinth with one primary path
Resutaurant

Play room for kids

Warrant
Offering  1-year or 5-years 

quality assurance
Offering 5-years, 10-years, 15years, 

and 25-years quality assuranse
Design Nitori head office IKEA head office

Designer Designers from Nitori Freelance
Right of Design Nitori is Holder IKEA is holder

Producer Nitori Partner Company

Country of Origin
Indonesia, Vietnam, 

China, Japan
Countries of the world

Sales method
display in the store and delivery

customer also can take away

Cash and Carry*
(Some countries, including Japan, are able

 to deliver to the customers)
Assembling Finished Furniture Do It Yourself 

Online Sale 〇
×

(Some countries, however, sale online)

Distribution bases
Shanghai → 6 distribu on centers in 

Japan

28 distribution centers and 
11 customer distribution centers

 in 16 countries
*Cash and Carry= buy product at the store and take away the purchase from the store  
Next stage is in the U.S.. Nitori’s SPA system and distribution system contribute to their prosperity 
so they will move into the U.S and operate their business with same way as they do in Japan. 
However, Nitori does not have any distribution center in U.S for now, so this may be able to cause 
failure of their sophisticated systems in the U.S.. IKEA has established their distribution center in 
the CA. In order to win the competition with IKEA and other global companies, Nitori should 
establish their distribution system as soon as possible in the U.S.. If they had mature distribution 
system, they would have one tip to beat IKEA in the new field, Los Angeles. IKEA’s target seems 
to be the middle class because they take Cash and Carry. This is for the people affording a car or 
vehicle to carry the product they had purchased already. Meanwhile Nitori offers delivery service to 
customers and also doing online sales. This will be advantage to get customer who has no car or 
vehicles and who is living far from the store. Therefore they need to establish the distribution center 
to make these systems work out then they will step into the road to fortune.   
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